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[ Modular Kit Hire ]

INTRODUCTION
Over the last few years, hire kits have become
increasingly popular, mainly due to smaller
production budgets and the need to prevent
ongoing storage costs.
With this in mind we have produced a range of stock
hire kits that can be expanded, reduced and adapted
to suit a client’s needs perfectly. With our range of
optional extras which include plasma screens,
sampling bins, lighting, counters and much more,
these hire kits really can be tailor made to your exact
requirements.
Utilising our range of stock aluminium frames which
form the structure of most of our kits, clients can
create their own kit designs and submit them for
costing. 3D CAD versions of our stock frames and a
range of optional extras to assist with the design
process.
To assist in the pitching process of our stock stands,
plain 3D renders from each angle can be supplied to
allow the end client’s branding to be applied. This
service is also available on bespoke builds at
additional cost.
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MODULAR KIT - 01
This versatile hire kit is ideal for use as a
sampling/retail stand, incorporating a serving
counter and lockable storage area.
With a maximum height of two meters this kit is
ideal for shopping centres, and with the large brandable areas and RGB colour changing light boxes it will
certainly stand out from the crowd.
The main structure is made from 50mm box aluminium
frames that simply bolt together, making this a very
light piece of kit which breaks down in to sections
making it very easy to transport. With the use of Velcro
to attach the graphic panels to the frameworks, the
build time on this stand is kept to a minimum.

3 x 3m

4 x 3m

5 x 3m

4000mm

300mm

Although there are three standard sizes, this piece of
kit is very adaptable and can be resized or reconfigured to suit your specific requirements.

1960mm

Standard Sizes:
3x3m, 4x3m, 5x3m
Features:

3100mm

2No. RGB colour changing light boxes
(Can be fixed to one colour)
Lockable storage area
Fabric roof
650mm

Serving counter with cable access
Up to 30sqm of brandable area
2010mm

1750mm

Dimensions shown are for a 4 x 3m stand

MODULAR KIT - 01
Prices from - £4745.00

MODULAR KIT - 02

3550mm

Designed with shopping centres in mind, this 2.2m
high kit has four entrance points as standard
achieving an open and inviting area with a
relatively small footprint.
With 50mm box aluminium frames and lightweight
aluminium gantry being used for this kit the aim was
to produce a very simple stand with the option to
easily expand the brandable area. This is achieved
with the addition of extra walls. With just two side
walls being added [leaving two entrance points] this
kit can be expanded to achieve a 45sqm brandable
area.

1000mm

With the option to add plasma screens, digital media
players, lights, counters and more from our range of
extras this kit is extremely versatile and can be
adapted for most uses.
3550mm

Standard Size:
3.5x3.5m
Features:
4No. lockable storage units
Overhead gantry for lights/cables/fixing points
Up to 30sqm of brandable area with standard layout
Up to 45sqm of brandable area with additional walls

1050mm

Dimensions shown are for a standard 3.5 x 3.5m stand

MODULAR KIT - 02
Prices from - £4495.00

MODULAR KIT - 03
This simple but effective kit lends itself to any
venue and is perfect for sampling activities with
the option of adding sampling bins and other extras.
50mm box aluminium frames, supported by satin
stainless steel bases, bolt together to create a large
brandable area which serves as a backdrop to the
large, curved serving counter. With graphics panels
fixing to the walls with Velcro, installation is very
simple and very quick.
As with all modular kits there is always the option to
expand and this one is no exception with a 2, 3 and 4
panel option. With an option of a 2m, 2.4m and 3m
high panels, this system can achieve a maximum
brandable area of 27sqm.

2 Panels

3 Panels

4 Panels

3000mm

Standard Sizes:
2m, 3m, 4m wide
2m, 2.4m, 3m high
Features:

700mm

1000mm

1325mm

Quick and easy setup
Large curved serving counter with oak top

580mm

Option to add sampling bins, plasma screens and more
Up to 27sqm of brandable area

2090mm

Dimensions shown are for a 3 panel option

MODULAR KIT - 03
Prices from - £1795.00

MODULAR KIT - 04
With an expandable storage/brandable area, this
kit really is simple but effective. Two counters
with illuminated tops make this kit perfect for
product display.
The main structure for this kit is made from 50mm
box aluminium frames that simply bolt together,
making this a very light piece of kit which breaks
down in to sections, making it very easy to transport.
Graphic panels with Velcro to the rear are mounted
to these frameworks making for a very easy setup
and breakdown.

4 x 3m

5 x 3m

6 x 3m

1100mm

With a 32sqm brandable area on the 6x3m option
with a height of 2m, this kit is designed to deliver
high impact branding with the storage area making it
a versatile option for many activities.
625mm

Standard Sizes:
4x3m, 5x3m, 6x3m
Features:
Quick and easy setup

1525mm

3000mm

2No. Counters with illuminated tops
Option to add sampling bins, plasma screens and more
Large, lockable storage area
Fabric Roof
Up to 32sqm of brandable area

Dimensions shown are for a 4 x 3m stand

MODULAR KIT - 04
Prices from - £3995.00

MODULAR KIT - 05

3000mm

This 3m x 3m offering is the first of our hire kits
designed specifically for use outdoors. A pop-up
marquee provides great cover for the enclosed
serving area, consisting of oak topped counters
with serving hatch and under counter storage.
With a solid wall constructed from 50mm box
aluminium frameworks, cladded with graphics panels,
this kit is quick and easy to set up but still very
robust. Due to this being for outdoor use, stage
weights are included with this kit and vacuum
formed covers can be hired to hide these if needed.
1600mm

All marquees supplied are of the highest quality in
both build and print quality with the 50mm legs being
the strongest on the market for this type of
structure. With the option of extra side walls, this kit
can be expanded to maximise brand exposure with up
to 48sqm of brandable area.
Standard Sizes:

525mm

1450mm

3000mm

3x3m
Features:
Quick and easy setup
3No. Oak topped counters with serving hatch
Option to add sampling bins, plasma screens and more
Large under counter storage space
Fully branded marquee roof
Up to 48sqm of brandable area (with side walls option)

3 x 3m

Dimensions shown are for a 3 x 3m stand

MODULAR KIT - 05
Prices from - £3850.00

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
To accompany our modular kits, Island also offer
an extensive range of optional extras which can be
used to compliment the main structure and
increase functionality.

Tri-Lite Gantry ™

Please contact us to discover our full range of
accessories and optional extras.
LED, LCD Screens
Stools / Furniture

Magnetic / Dry Wipe Leaderboard

iPads

Literature Racks

Illuminated Counters
Laptop / PC Units

Interlocking 38mm Expo Floor

Sampling Bins

Curved Counters

Lighting

Marquees

BESPOKE BUILDS
With our large range of stock aluminium frames,
the opportunity is there for clients to design their
own bespoke kit. Available in varying heights and
widths, as well as curved and straight, these stock
frameworks have limitless configurations which
can be achieved.
3D CAD versions of each these frames can be
supplied, allowing clients to tailor the kit to their
exact requirements. With the addition of items
from our range of optional extras the possibilities
are vast.
Please contact us for more information.

1000mm x 2000mm
(Door)

2000mm x 2400mm

1000mm x 2400mm

1000mm x 3000mm

950mm x 2400mm

1000mm x 2000mm

1040mm x 2100mm
(Curved)

1500mm x 2000mm

1130mm x 2000mm
(Curved)

2000mm x 2000mm
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Gold Award

